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Growing up, I’ve heard so many things about you. Most of them to 
begin with roses, love and piping hot sexiness. Then ranging from 

rage to blood shed to death. 

However, in this color theory of mine, you’re the little child like soul 
that went missing a couple of years back. The one that’s adventurous 
and dangerous. Not the ‘red triangle with an exclamation mark from 

semiotic’ kind of danger but the ‘adrenaline that gushes through 
one’s body’ kind of danger.

You’re also the persistent fear of comfort that keeps one going, the 
heat that ignites one to move. Just like how the molecules and atoms 

of a substance react when exposed to heat; to vibrate and expand, 
taking up more space.



Where do I begin without being sentimental. Don’t get me wrong, 
this is’nt another analogy of melancholoy with sadistic vibes.  

You do hold those great characteristics though.

I can’t wrap my head around how much comfort and hope you 
vibrate while going through dismal weather every now and then. For 

that coherency, you stand for strength and courage.

A constant is what you are. From the tiny peninsula to this group of 
islands, you’re visible in different shades and forms. At times, even 
though you’re not visual, you’re still real, no matter how deep and 

distant.

There’s always a soft spot for you, for 

~You’re the limit~



It’s a love-hate relation with you. Can’t recall why the hate, but also 
can’t recall when I started picking you, and wearing you, ashamedly. 

Not only that, but also appreciating you in the background as I lay on 
my back to stare into the sparkly bright blue sky. 

I know I know this is about you but you know my passion for blue.

   I was never one for spring, where you start budding, recovering 
from your shedding season. However, recently, lets just say I’ve been 

aware and been noticing it all. Could it be maturity, I don’t know. You’re not my first pick ever, for objects, items or even flavors but hey, 

atleast you’re not orange.



Nothing.
Nada.

Apart from your friend, Annoying 
Orange who once upon a time 
entertained our lives. back in 

2012...2013...maybe 2014..? I don’t 
know. What is time anyway but a 

social construct.
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